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832 Hiyoshi-cho, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama 223, Japan 
In this paper, a new quantity called "multivariate information rate" is intro- 
duced for discrete-parameter random process. This quantity is an average 
multivariate information included in a given process, and we discuss some 
fundamental properties of it mainly for the case of stationary Gaussian random 
sequences. 
On the basis of such properties, we evaluate the multivariate information 
rates of random sequences that appear in a data processing system. Practically, 
the notion of this quantity seems to be useful in the situation of discrete 
smoothing. 
1. ~NTRODUCTION 
A quantitative representation f the degree of the statistical interrelation 
among n discrete random variables sel ,.--, sen can be provided by the 
quantity ~i=1 H(Sei) - -  H(Se x ,..., sen), where H means the entropy function 
(Watanabe, 1960). The physical interpretations of this quantity were 
discussed in detail by Watanabe in his excellent monograph and he developed 
a quantitative study of various patterns of inferences (Watanabe, 1969). 
The notions of multivariate information and conditional multivariate 
information have been established by the author as mathematical general- 
izations of this quantity. Several basic properties of them have been 
investigated in the author's previous paper on the basis of measure theory 
(Yukimaehi, 1974). 
In the present paper, we shall introduce "multivariate information rate" 
for discrete-parameter random processes. Intuitively, this quantity may be 
considered an average multivariate information per one random variable of 
the process, and we shall try to calculate such a rate for any stationary 
Gaussian random sequence. The main concern of this paper is with the 
investigation of the basic properties of the multivariate information rate for 
its future applications. 
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we append the terminology, notation, and some properties 
of multivariate information that we use in this paper. As most of them have 
already been described in the previous paper, the author does not intend 
to give them in detail here. 
Suppose sel ,..., sen are random variables taking values in (X1, Bxl ) ..... 
(X , ,  Bx,), respectively, and Pc, is the probability measure on the measurable 
space (Xi ,  Bx~), 1 ~ i <~ n. We shall often denote by sel n the n-dimensional 
random variable (~1 ,..., ~)  taking values in (X1 ~, Bxl,), where X I~ 
X 1 X "'" X Xn and Bx~, is the a-algebra generated by ~1 ,..., sen. The joint 
probability measure of ~:1 ..... sen is denoted by Pex, and the conditional 
probability of any E ~ Bx .  with respect o another andom variable ~/taking 
values in (Y, Br) is denoted by Pe?I,(E [y) or P(E -1 I Y), where E -1 means 
the inverse image of E. Namely, E -1 is the subset of the basic set D of the 
form {~o; ~1~(~o) ~ E}. We assume that conditional probabilities that appear 
in our discussion are measures. 
I f  there is a measurable space (X, Bx) , a finite system of sets {E 1 ,..., E~} 
E such thatE jEBx ,  1 <~j ~ s, Uj=l J = X and E3"r3Ek = N, fo r jv6h ,  
is called a Bx-measurable partition of X and is written 8 x . 
Let Qel . be the probability measure on (.321 '~, Bx? ) that satisfies for any 
rectangle of the form E m × "" X E (~), E (i) ~ Bx~ , 1 <~ i <~ n, 
Q (Em ... E(nl) = ~-[ P rE(i)~ 
i=1  
The multivariate information among ~1 ,-.., ~:n, written I(~: 1 ,..., ~n) or 
more simply I(~ln), is defined by the formula 
I (~  ,..., se,) ---- sup ~ P#I~(Ek)log Pe"(Ek) 
E~x~, Q e¢( E~) ' 
where the supremum is taken over all Bx.-measurable partitions of Xz n. 
Especially, in the case when n = 2, the multivariate information I(~1 ~) = 
I(se~, see) is well-known as the mutual information between se~ and se~. We have 
the following results. 
PROPOSITION 1. (1) I f  Pel~ ~ Q¢I~, namely, P¢I~ is absolutely continuous 
with respect o Qq~ , then 
fx~ dPe~" dP I(~1 n) ~ , log ~ e '~' 
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where dP e ?/ dQ fi . is the Radon-Nikodym' s derivative of P e ? with respect o Q + , , 
and if Pq~ is not absolutely continuous with respect o Q~? , then I (~")  = oo. 
(2) For any n, we have 
i'(~? +~) ~> I(~1") >~ 0. 
(3) A necessary and sufficient condition for I(~1 ~) = 0 is ~1 ,'", ~ are 
independent. 
= ~E ~° E(°l be any Bx(measurable partition of X~ and (4) Let 3x, l 1 . . . . . .  ~ ,
Xi~=l 8x~ be the rectangular partition of 2£1 ~ consisting of 3x¢ , 1 <~ i ~ n. 
Then we have 
I(set ~) : sup 2 e~  E(~ log i - i L~Ph(E~ ) , (1) 
where the supremum is taken over all rectangular parthions of X i  ~ of the form 
Xi=i ~;Z," 
Now, we derive a useful lemma for our discussion. 
LEMMA. I(~:1 ~) = 1Li=l (~ ,  (~i+1 sen)) •
Proof. According to formula (1) we can easily see that if one o f / (~ i  ~) and 
E~-11,  o i=1 (~,  (~:~+1 ,"-, ~:~)) is infinite, then the other is also infinite. Therefore, 
considering Proposit ion 1(1), it suffices to show our assertion in the case when 
the following absolute continuit ies hold. 
P*? ~ Pe~.e7+I ' for i = 1,..., n - -  1 
and 
Pv < 9~1-, 
where Pe .e~+l is the measure satisfying 
P~c~+I(E Ci) × ... × E (~)) = P~,(E ~i)) • PeL~(E "+1' × .-. × E <n)) 
for any E (~) a Bx~, i = 1,..., n - -  1. Then  we have 
fx dPel~ I(~1 ~) = log - -  dP~ 
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I(¢, (¢i+i .... ' ~")) = fx log dPe,, dPe . .  
' i dP4.e?+ i 
As the two sides of our formula are identical for n = 2, we assume true 
for some n - -  I, that is, 
~--2 
~(¢~-~) = Z i(¢,, (¢,+~ .... , ~:,_~)). 
i=1 
Then, from the standard result of integral theory, we have 
and 
P6%"~Qfi "' Pe~"~Q~2" 
dPeln 
fx~" dP~. dP~l.¢~, 
= Z 
L "°  = log dpe.e-----~, ar~. dQ~----T al-'& 
= 1(¢1,  (¢2 , " . ,  Cn)) "-~ I(¢2 . . . . .  Cn) 
= ~ !(6,  (6+~,..., ¢,)). 
i=1 
3. MULTIVARIATE INFORMATION RATE 
In this section, we provide a definition of the multivariate information rate 
of a random sequence and discuss ome relevant properties. 
DEFINITION. Let ¢ = {¢0, ¢:~i, ¢~:2 ,...} be a discrete-parameter random 
sequence. I f  the limits 
o~e ---- lim 1I(¢1~), 
n-~oo n
1 0 
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and 
PROPOSITION 2. 
are nondecreasing. 
(2) 
1 
7e= lim 2n+l  (~:-~) 
exist, then we call them the multivariate information rates of s e. 
It is easily shown that 
7~ >~ ½(o~ + ~), 
as we have, in a way similar to the previous lemma, 
i(~_".) = ~(~-) + ~(~o) + 1(~., ~o_.), 
where I(~:o ~, ~°_n) means the mutual information I((~: 1 ,..., ~:n), (~-n .... , ~:o))- 
(1) I f  ~ is strictly stationary, the sequences 
(n>0), 
Moreover, i f  one of the limits, ~o~ , ae , and ~,~ , is finite, then 
o9~ ~ % ~ ~.  
Proof. In view of the lemma we have 
1 I(4:1") = 1 {I(~:1, $2") -4-I(se2, ~3 n) q - " "  q-I(~:,-x, ~,)}. 
As s ¢ is strictly stationary, it follows that for any h 
/(~/c, ~+1) = I(~:a, ~:~-e+x). 
From (3) and (4), 
1/(~:ln ) 1 
n n I(~:1 ' ~2~)" k~2 
Thus, 
1 i(~;~+1) _ !1 (~1.  ) _ n(n + l)  n+l  n k=2 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
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As ~1" is a measurable function of ~+1, from a well-known inequality 
concerning mutual information, it follows that 
Combining this inequality with (6), 
1 I(~; +~) ~> 1 I (6"  ). 
n+l  
The monotonieity of the sequence 
can be shown similarly, and assertion (2) is obvious. 
Hereafter, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we shall refer to "strictly 
stationary" simply as "stationary." 
COROLLARY. 
and 
I f  ~ is stationary and 7e is finite, then 
lim _1 i(~l ' ~2n) = O, 
n-4co n 
(7) 
lim 1 i(~1~, ~_~ I se0) = 0, (8) 
n-~¢o n
where I(~1 ~, ~-~ I ~o) is the average conditional mutual information of the pair 
~1 ~ and ~-~ , given ~o . 
Proof. (7) is immediate from the assumption and (5). 
According to the Dobrushin's formula (Dobrushin, 1959), we have 
i(~1~, ~o) _-- I(~1", ~o) + X(6L ~-1 ] ~:o). (9) 
On the other hand, we have 
I(~n_n) = I(b~l n) -~ !(~On) @ I(~1 n, ~On) , 
and combining this formula with (2), (9), and the assumption, we obtain (8). 
This corollary means that a stationary random sequence ~: having a finite 
rate 7~, is a sequence such that the mutual information of ~:~ contained in 
(~+1 ..... ~e+~) must be of smaller order than n. Intuitively speaking, the 
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statistical dependence between the future random variables and the past ones 
of such a sequence cannot increase so rapidly when n tends to infinity. 
Incidentally, we consider here a sufficient condition for a stationary random 
sequence to have a finite rate. 
Suppose ~ = {~:n} is stationary and Bxk~ and Bx~ are the ~-algebras 
generated by the random variables (~:k, ~:~+l ,-..) and (..., ~:~-i, 6:~), respec- 
tively. Suppose ~ satisfies the condition that 
] p(E-1 nF-1 ] ~k+n~ _ p(E-~ i x~+~ p(F-1i x~+~l "" ]~+i/ /c+i/ k+i / 
< fl(n) P(E -1 C~ F -1 ] x~+~/ 
k+l  ] 
holds for any k, n, E e Bx~ F e B ~ and for almost every ~+lQ~+~-- 
) Xk+n+ 1
(x~+l,... , xe+n) e 2~+1 × "'" × X~+n, where fl(n) is some sequence of non- 
negative numbers uch that lim~+~o fl(n) = 0. Then 
I P(E-1 n F -1 n N -i) -- fN P( E-1lx'~+n'k+i] PfF-i] k+i, Pek+"(dx~ ~-~ [ 
< fl(n) P(E - i  (3 F -1 R N -1) (10) 
holds for any E E Bx~ ~ , F e Bx ~° and N E Bx ~+" . The integral term in (10) 
- -  k+•+l  k+l  
is the Dobrushin's measure and we denote it by ~)(E -1 C~ F -1 n N-l) .  
We see that such ~: has a finite rate Ye. To prove this, it will suffice to 
consider the sets such that 
P(E -i n F - im N -1) > 0 and Q(E -1 ~ F -i n N -1) > 0, 
for (10) implies that P and ~) are mutually absolutely continuous for large n. 
Hence, (10) means 
O(E-1 g-x N -1) i 
- -  1 I <~ [3(n). (11) P(E -i n F -i n N -i) I 
As (11) holds for any E~Bx~o FeBx~,+.+ 1 and NeB:~+-  we can choose a 
-- ~ Xk+ 1 ' 
sequence of nonnegative number fi*(n) such that 
and 
lim fi*(n) = 0 (12) 
i P(E-  nF-  n [ 5*(n) log Q~(E_I ~ F -1 n N -1) {13) 
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for any E ~ Bx~_~ , F e Bx~+.+~ and N ~ Bx~+, ~ . Let us set E = E k ~ B G C Bx~_~ , 
F = Ek+n+ ~ × "" × E~+n+ m~ Bx~+~+~ C Bx~+.+~ 
and 
Then, from 
information, we obtain 
I(G ~+~+~ I ~+~ ~< fi*(n). ' ]c+q'~+l k+i  / 
According to the stationarity of ~:, 
I(sCz ~+~ ]~:2 ~) ~ fl*(n -- 1). ~+1 
N = Ek+ 1 × "" × E~+ n E Bxg+ ~ . 
(13) and the well-known definition of average conditional 
(14) 
On the other hand, since I(~1, ~2 ~) ~ I(~1, ~2 **) for all k ~ n, we have 
lim -1 ~ i(~l ' ~2,~ ) ~ lim 1((1, ~2") 
n->m n k=2 
and by the lemma and the stationarity of ~:, 
oJ e = lira 1I(~1") ---- lira -1 ~ I(~a, ~k). 
n--+oo n n~m n k=2 
Therefore, it is obvious that if lim~+~ I(~:1, ~:2 ~) is finite, then ~o~ is also finite. 
However, formula (14) means that for any n, m > 0, 
IG ,  G ) - I (~ G") = z(~ ~-+~ t ¢;9 < 5*(n - 1). ' ~ ~n+l  
Combining this inequality with (12), it follows that 
and from Proposition 2(2), we have 7e < ¢c. 
In the sequel, we obtain the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  ~ is a stationary random sequence satisfying 
] P (E  -1 n F -1 I ~k+~ __ p(E-1 [ xZ:+n~ p(F-1 I xk+~ 
*" I¢+1 / k+l - '  k+ l  / 
fi(n) P(E  -1 m F -1 xk+~ k+l  .' 
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for any h, n, E e Bx~-o~ ' F e Bx~+.+~ and for almost every x TMk+l ~ ="~k+lg~+n , where 
{fi(n)} is some sequence of nonnegative numbers uch that 
p(n) = o, 
then the multivariate information rates of ~ is finite. 
4. MULTIVARIATE INFORMATION RATE OF STATIONARY GAUSSIAN SEQUENCE 
If Pe - is absolutely continuous with respect o Qe~., and Qq. is absolutely 
continuous with respect o the Lebesgue measure, it is clear that 
(15) 
where pq.(xl n) and pe,(x~) are the probability densities of Pe~- and Pe~, 
respectively. Now, let ~:x n be a nondegenerate n-dimensional Gaussian 
random variable with 0 mean. The densities are as follows. 
and 
[ 1 ~/2 I -*/2 1 ,r _, ~ 
Pe~ "(xl'*) = \--2~1 ] Ve# exp (-- 72 xl ve~ "xl ) ' 
[ 1 ]1/2 1 exp( - -  xi~ 
Ph(x~) = ~!  ~ 2~p 1' 
(16) 
(17) 
where Vq, is the correlation matrix of sel ,..., ~n, and ei 2 = E[~:i~]. 
Substituting (16) and (17) into formula (15), we obtain 
I(¢t ~) = ~ log I Vel- 1 1 E [x 1 vel,~x 1 . (18) 2 g=l z 
Since E[x~rv~-l~t~ ] equals n, the last term of the right side of (18) is 0. 
Therefore, we have 
1, I~=1 ,~,~ (19) 
I((1 ") = ~ ,og I V~? I " 
We note that the assumption E[~= d ---- O, 1 ~ i ~ n, can be made without 
loss of generality because we have the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 4. I f  gi,  1 <~ i <~ n, are Bx-measurable functions, respec- 
tively, then 
I(~1 ,..., ~,) > I(g~(~),..., g,(~,)). 
Proof. This assertion is a special case of Proposition 4 in the previous 
paper (Yukimachi, 1974). (That is, the random variable (ga(~l),-.., g,(~:,~)) is 
separately subordinate to (~:1 ,..., ~n)-) Let ~i = fi -- E[~i]. As each sei and ~i 
is a measurable function of the other, according to Proposition 4 we have 
I(~ 1 ,..., ~,) = I(~1 ,..., 7-). 
Therefore, henceforth we shall be concerned only with the case of 0 mean. 
From the definition of multivariate information rate and formula (19), it is 
immediate that the multivariate information rate of a stationary Gaussian 
random sequence is given as 
oJ e = l~n L log 
where ae z = E[~i2]. 
Obviously this formula can be rewritten as 
o) e = lim log a e -- log h (20) 
i=1  
where ~(~) h~ ) are the eigenvalues of Vq,~ I t  1 , . . . ,  °
Applying the well-known result of the theory of Toeplitz forms to (20), 
we obtain the following proposition (Grenander and Szego, 1958). 
PROPOSITION 5. Let ~ be a stationary Gaussian random sequence with 
E[~ 2] = ~e 2 < oo, and Se(co ) be the spectral density of ~, that is, 
S~(e)) = ~ E[~o~] e -~k'°. 
~=--co 
I f  0 < _h < Ft < oo, where h and ~ are the essential infinum and the essential 
supremum of St(co), respectively, then 
1 F st( ) Ye = 47r _~ log - -~  dco. (21) 
Two corollaries are immediate from (21) and the results of theory of 
stochastic processes (Doob, 1953). 
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COROLLARY 1. A stationary Gaussian random sequence ~ of which spectral 
density is positive for almost all ~o is deterministic f and only if y¢ = oo. 
COROLLARY 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the multivariate 
information rates of a stationary Gaussian random sequence with a spectral 
density Se(~o), which is positive for almost all co, to be finite is that the sequence is
a nondeterministic one. 
We shall call Se(a))/ae2 the normalized spectral density of ~, denote it by 
Se*(oo ) and we shall henceforth be concerned with only Gaussian sequences 
that satisfy the condition of Proposition 5. 
5. MULTIVARIATE INFORMATION RATE AND DATA PROCESSING 
Let us consider a simple model of a discrete data processing system 
whose input signal is a stationary Gaussian random sequence of 0 mean. 
We denote the input random sequence by ~ = {~,  h = 0, ~:1, :~2,...}. It is 
assumed that the sampling interval is chosen as the time unit and the 
observation oise, written v = {%, h =- 0, ~:1, ~2,...}, is also a stationary 
Gaussian random sequence of 0 mean. Moreover we assume that E[vl~ ] = ~2, 
E[viv~] = 0 for i @ h and v is independent of ~. ~ is a random sequence 
defined as ~:e = ~ @ vk, and ~/is the output sequence of the data processor H
which is assumed to be linear and time-invariant. 
7e is naturally smaller than 7g because the additive noise v decreases the 
rate of ~. The rate 7~ depends on the characteristics of the processor H. Let 
us calculate the effects of the additive noise v and the processor H on the 
rates in our model. 
PROPOSITION 6. (1) We have always 
(2) Under the same assumptions as in Proposition 5, the following relation 
1 f~ S~*(c~) roy q- S~*(co) doJ 
7e --  Y~ = ~ -~ log S~*(co) r~ - /  1 (22) 
holds, where r~ is the signal-noise ratio, namely, rcv ~ ~ 2/%z, and S~*(co) is 
the normalized spectral density of ~. 
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Proof. (1) It suffices to verifyI(~l n) < I(~1 n) for each n. For this purpose 
we introduce the following random variables ff~, 1 ~ k ~< n, and transfor- 
mations Te, 1 ~ k ~ n. 
P~'s are mutually independent Gaussian random variables with means 0, 
variances ae~ > 0 and independent of ~. 
T~(¢?) = (~ ,..., g,_l, ~ + ~,  ~+, ,..., ~,). 
At first we evaluate the difference I(~1 ~) - -  I(Tn(~ln)). From (19), 
I (~  '~) --  l(T,~(~n)) = ~ log I Vq.  I 
1 0"~ 2
: ~ log (re2 q- %2 
From the definition of T~, 
1 log ~(.-1)(~ u + ~) 
2 I VT.(q.)l 
I v , , , I  
(23) 
1 ( vrV~a-w ) -- ~log (11  vrV[~-~v) >0.  
= ~ log \1 tT~ 2 -~- O-n 2 t~g 2
In the case when k < n, the similar inequality is obtained by interchanging 
the rows and columns. Therefore, it follows successively that 
I (~?) > X(T~(g?)) > Z(T~_IT.(g?)) > --" > I(T~ .-. r~g,")).  
As  T i ... T~(~i n) = ~i n, we  have  
I(~1 n) > 1(~1 n) 
for any n. 
Combining (24) with the symmetry and positive definiteness of V¢I., we can 
easily derive 
I(~1") - -  I(T.(/~fl~)) 
I Vr.(~l")l ~ + '~n 2-- vrv~ ~w 
where v = (E[~l~n],... , E[~l~2]) T, Substituting (25) into (23), we have 
(25) 
Vr.(~-:) = V:~-:. (24) 
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(2) As &(~o) = ~.L 
Se*(~) -- &(co) _ 8*(o,)r~. + 1 (26) 
a~ r~ + 1 
According to Proposition 5, 
Ye --  7~ = W _ log S~*(w) de - -  W log Se*(w ) doJ. (27) 
From (26) and (27), we have immediately (22). 
Thus, the multivariate information rate of the input signal decreases if
there exists a random noise, and the amount of the reduction depends upon 
the signal-noise ratio and the normalized spectral density of the input signal. 
Now, let us analyze the relation between 7e and 7. .  I f  Se(w ) and S.(oJ) 
satisfy the same condition as in Proposition 5, we obtain straightforwardly 
the following result. 
1 f ' ,  &(~) % re - -  Y. = W 3_~ log ~(-wT- ) doJ - -  log-- .ae 
A more simplified form is 
1 C" S,*(m) log d~. 
ye - -  7~ = 47  J ~ se* (o , )  
As the transformation H is linear and time-invariant, we have 
&(~) = H(o,)12 &(o,), 
Or  
S,*(eo) = H*(oJ)12 Se*(co), 
where H(oo) is the transfer function of H and H*(co) = ada, • .H(eo). 
Using the above relation, the effect of H on the rate is given by 
if° ye --  7, = -~-  _ log I H*(°')I= d~. (28) 
7r 
The foregoing discussion is summarized by 
PROPOSITION 7. I f  the normalized spectral densities S~*(oJ), Se*(w), and 
S~*(oJ) satisfy the same condition as in Proposition 5, then 
1 f .  + 1 V 7" = 7~ + W 3_~ log S~*(w) r,, + 1 --  W .~_~ log ] H*(~o)l~ doJ. 
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6. DISCUSSION 
The multivariate information rate of a strictly stationary random sequence ~: 
is finite if the sequence of mutual informationsI(~l, ~:2 ~) converges. Obviously 
a Markov sequence or an m-independent sequence has a finite rate. There 
may be some other sufficient conditions for the rate to be finite, although 
we have already discussed in the previous section a condition similar to a 
mixing property in a certain sense for ensuring a finite rate. 
As was mentioned earlier, the difference 7e- -7~ depends upon the 
function of the processor H. I f  we regard the quantity 
1 
f~ log ] H*(w)] 2 doJ 
77" --Tr 
as the information rate generated by the processor H, then formula (28) 
means that a kind of law of conservation holds with respect o multivariate 
information rate. It is interesting to design a filter on the basis of multi- 
variate information rate. For example, if we can estimate the signal-noise 
ratio re, and the input signal spectral density S¢(w) in our previous model, 
and if we wish to smooth the signal ~ by the processor H, one method of 
smoothing is to design H(w) for which the formula 
4zr log ] H(co)] 2 &o --  log a" . . . .  = S~*(oJ) r¢, - -  S¢*(~o) dw 
a e 4rr _~ S~*(w) r~ 1 
holds. This choice of H(oJ) ensures that the output sequence gains the 
increase of rate corresponding to the decrease of rate of the input sequence 
brought about by the additive noise. 
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